DATASHEET

Upgrading Adlib: The Road to Success
Unlock A New World of High Value Data
Adlib continues to make data better with our innovative cloud-based
offerings. Our PDF and OCR Automation solutions have expanded into
a leading File Analytics platform that allows customers to discover,
clean, classify and extract high-value data to drive your digital
transformation initiatives.

BENEFITS OF UPGRADING

• SaaS-Based
• Automatic Upgrades/No downtime
• Unlimited Scalability

Our latest release brings incredible platform enhancements, new licensing
and deployment models and exciting new capabilities you’ve never
experienced before. For example, Adlib as a SaaS platform gives you the
ability to scale performance to meet your needs – without paying for more
servers; the ability to share one platform across multiple business units;
and deploy AI-enabled solutions across content services, contract
management, RPA and analytics platforms.
We know that you are changing how you do business in a digital world
and we are ready to evolve with you.

Your Core Functions
Convert

• Scalable Pricing
• Enhanced Platform Security
• Automated Workflow Capabilities
• AI-Powered Features
• No-fee Connectors
• Flat-Fee Non-Production Environments

EXPANDED USE CASES

+ Extended Capabilities

Publish

• Contract Intelligence

Classify

• Supply Chain Optimization
• New Talent Acquisition
• Data & Analytics
• LIBOR/IBOR Transition
• GDPR & PII Remediation
• Regulatory Compliance

Discover

OCR

ADLIB TRANSFORM
ADLIB PLATFORM

Extract

• Mergers & Acquisitions
• Legal Discovery
• Brexit

Enhanced Capabilities

New Business Value

The newest releases are built on trusted foundations, enhanced to give
you more functionality, control and visibility across your Adlib platform.

Adlib's latest AI-powered solutions allow
you to address new use cases with content
discovery, classification and extraction of
vital data from your documents. Accelerating
digital business with actionable data, that's
the power of Adlib.

ADLIB CORE CAPABILITIES
• Content Standardization - PDF conversion, 300+ formats
• OCR Capture - High accuracy, multi-language support
• Document Publishing – Merge, Add Watermarks, Hyperlinks,
Bookmarks

CONTRACT INTELLIGENCE
Segregate non-standard and
high-risk terms extract terms,
dates, rates, detect signatures
and strike outs.

ADLIB EXTENDED CAPABILITIES, ENHANCED VALUE
• Data Discovery – Filter trivial, obsolete and duplicate documents to
reveal high value data

RPA/PROCESS AUTOMATION
AI-infused technology
de-duplicates to remove
redundant volume, optimize
supply chain efficiency &
automates regulatory reporting.

• Document Classification – Deploy AI Models to classify and label
documents with less effort
• Data Extraction – Search & extract attribute data from highly
unstructured content
• Verification – Easily augment AI models to improve model accuracy
• Actions – Compare documents, detect signatures & strikethroughs,
redact sensitive data

DATA & ANALYTICS
Discover, classify & extract data
to standardize and ensure
consistency.

• Integrations – Connect to BluePrism, SharePoint, Box, Google Drive,
Salesforce ...
• Administration – Simplify system management, increased visibility
and control

PRIVACY & COMPLIANCE
If you can't find it you can't
remediate your risk (PII, LIBOR).

Scalable Licensing
The Adlib platform gives you the ability to instantly scale to meet
changing volumes or new business needs without having to deploy new
infrastructure or initiate cumbersome procurement processes. If you
need more throughput, simply deploy additional Adlib engines –
scalable licensing means there are no limits. Your TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) is reduced by leveraging Adlib’s secure, scalable SaaS
cloud infrastructure which eliminates administration, monitoring and
hardware costs.

“

“With Adlib we can pull insights
from complex documents we
couldn't discover before. This
opens up endless possibilities for
our customers–and our business."
Keith Parent, Founder & CEO
Court Square Group

READY TO GET ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS?
Contact your Adlib rep or send an email to info@adlibsoftware.com to learn more.

Adlib Software has been transforming the way enterprise organizations overcome unstructured data challenges for over 15 years. Integrating with
various business applications, Adlib Software enables digital preparation of documents for improved migration, compliance, privacy and security,
digital transformation, capture and classification. Our document enrichment solutions allow over 5,500 customers globally to elevate their
content and derive the insight that is needed to support critical decision-making and secure competitive advantage.
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